Correlation of histopathologic findings with clinical and radiologic assessments of cervical lymph-node metastases in oral cancer.
The accuracy of preoperative diagnosis of cervical lymph-node metastasis in oral cancer was assessed by comparing the histopathologic findings in 136 sides of neck dissection with physical examination under anaesthesia (EUA) and computerized tomography (CT) assessments of the metastatic status. The overall accuracy of EUA and CT assessments was 72% and 73%, respectively, and a combination of both methods resulted in sensitivity and specificity rates of 55% and 78%, respectively. Twenty-three of the 51 histologically positive necks had been assessed as negative on both EUA and CT. Six of these contained only micro-metastases, and in another 10, the largest positive node was 1.5 cm or less. Extracapsular spread of metastatic carcinoma was found in 12 of the 23 EUA and CT false-negative dissections. Most of the 21 histologically positive necks which had been correctly assessed as positive on both EUA and CT contained enlarged metastatic nodes, fused nodal masses, extensive extracapsular spread, or more than one of these features. Three of the 85 histologically negative necks had been assessed as positive on both EUA and CT; eight had been positive on EUA alone, and another eight on CT alone. Reactive nodal hyperplasia or sialadenitis was seen in most false-positive dissections. We conclude that the accuracy of preoperative diagnosis of metastasis by routine methods remains poor, and that EUA and CT are reliable only in patients with bulky metastatic deposits.